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• Congenital atrioventricular heart block (CHB) is a rare
disorder with markedly high rates of morbidity and
mortality most commonly associated with fetal
autoimmune conditions and structural heart disease
• Those affected rarely survive the neonatal period, with
early pacing typically deemed necessary to survive
childhood and scant reports of those surviving to
adulthood and beyond.
• In isolated congenital complete heart block, or heart
block without associated structural heart disease,
prognosis is far better. This variant tends to favor
autoimmune etiology over structural disease
• Complete heart block portends an increased risk of
sudden cardiac death
• Here we describe, to our knowledge, the first reported
case an adult who survived over the age of 60 with
untreated isolated complete heart block
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• The risk of SCD with CHB is approximately 25%, with
pacing a class I recommendation
• The outcome of isolated CHB in adults is less well known,
as is threshold for pacemaker initiation, evidently
because studies covering adult life are few, with small
numbers of patients, and rarely prospective.
• A prospective study by Michaëlsson et al represents the
most comprehensive study in the literature examining
102 patients prospectively, identifying Low ventricular
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elderly—prolongation of the QT time and the appearance
of frequent ectopies, as well as a low VR response during
heavy work, as indicators for pacemaker placement
• If a PM should be refused, an annual examination is
recommended, with Holter monitoring, exercise testing,
and echocardiography. The occurrence of decreasing VR,
CASE PRESENTATION
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a low rate response, or frequent ectopies during effort,
heart block etiology with maternal antiexit block periods or ectopies during monitoring, mitral
A 61 year-old female with a known diagnosis of
Ro/SSA antibodies affecting electric
insufficiency, a long QTc time, and widened QRS
congenital heart block incidentally found in her teenage signal conduction at the atrioventricular
Image A-D: Exercise stress test demonstrates sinus bradycardia with third degree/complete AV block and
complexes are all good reasons for discussing PM
years presented to our clinic to establish care with
node in the fetal heart. Bottom
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medical records. As she neared geriatric age, she sought
to re-evaluate her cardiac risk.
CONCLUSIONS
The patient endorsed no symptoms and exhibited
exceptional functional capacity; on exercise stress test
• Asymptomatic CHB in advanced age represents an
she achieved 20 METS despite meeting criteria for
A,B,C) Pre-treatment GXT demonstrating an abundance of ventricular extrasystole electrical action with noted biventricular tachycardia most
unusual
treatment
dilemma.
Recommendations
must
evident on Figure C. D,E, F) Repeat GXT findings after 6 weeks of maximum tolerated dose of Nadolol demonstrating comparatively less
chronotropic incompetence, achieving only 79%
abberant electrical activity 4a.) Diagram demonstrating the pathophysiology of CPVT from with the affected channels in the sarcoplasmic
then be made with careful consideration of the risks of
reticulum of a cardiac myocyte 5.) An alternative representation of affected channels (left) with representation of triggered action potentials
maximal age-predicted heart rate.
device implantation, with the literature supporting
leading to ventricular tachycardia at elevated heart rates (top) with the characteristic bidirectional ventricular tachycardia (bottom)
Echocardiography revealed a structurally normal heart
earlier pacemaker implantation
with normal EF (60%). Electrocardiography
demonstrated complete third degree block. Event
monitoring demonstrated an average heart rate of
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